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This work studies the vulnerabilities of i-vector based speaker
verification systems against indirect attacks. Particularly, we
exploit the one-to-one representation of speakers via their corresponding i-vectors to perform Hill-Climbing based attacks;
under the hypothesis that the inherent low-dimensionality of ivectors might represent a potential security breach to fraudulently access the system. The conducted attacks followed a standard experimental protocol already applied to other biometric
systems based on face or signature; and they were tested against
a state-of-art PLDA speaker verification system in the framework of the NIST SRE 2010 evaluation campaign. Specifically,
up to 200 speakers, 100 female and 100 male, were attacked
supplanting their corresponding i-vectors by those derived with
the Hill-Climbing approach. Experiments show the success of
the proposed attack compared with those based on brute force,
achieving high Success Rates (up to 100%) and needing half
as many comparisons as the brute force access attempts. These
results evidence the vulnerability of i-vector based speaker verification systems in those scenarios where access to the matcher
score is granted multiple times. As a countermeasure to minimize the effect of the attack score quantization is also evaluated.
Index Terms: speaker verification, i-vector, security, hillclimbing.

1. Introduction
The use of biometrics for automatic identification purposes is
spreading day by day [1]. Being a relatively young technology,
most efforts undertaken by the different parties involved in its
development (researchers, industry, evaluators, etc.) have been
mainly (but not exclusively) focused on the improvement of its
performance [2]. This has left partially uncovered other important aspects involved in the complex biometric recognition
problem.
In particular, as any other security-related application, biometric systems are vulnerable to external attacks, and it has
not been until recently when biometric security assessment has
emerged as a major field of research.
From a general point of view, attacks to biometric systems
have traditionally been classified into spoofing attacks, also referred to as direct attacks (type 1 in Fig. 1), carried out at the
sensor level, and indirect attacks, directed to the inner modules
of the system (labelled 2-8 in Fig. 1).
Regarding speaker recognition, security related issues such
as the impact of spoofing or tampering attacks are arising an
increasing interest; the maturity reached by this technology has
opened the door to develop voice driven applications. Focusing on spoofing attacks, the first attempts towards deceiving
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Figure 1: Architecture of an automated biometric verification
system, with the possible points of attack identified in [20].

speaker verification systems used concatenated client speech [3]
or synthetic speech [4, 5]. A similar approach was analysed in
[6, 7] for state-of-the-art top-ranked systems. More recent articles focus on transforming the voice of an arbitrary person
and thereby forging the identity of another person (tampering)
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The ability of professional impersonators to
attack an automatic system has also been studied in [13, 14].
However, while those works analyse direct attacks, no attention has been paid up to date to indirect attacks against
speaker verification systems. The goal of this paper is to evaluate the strength of state-of-art speaker verification systems to
indirect attacks, specifically against those attacks where access
to the matcher score is granted multiple times. For this purpose,
a Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis speaker verification system [15] where each speaker is represented by a lowdimensional vector, the so-called i-vector, has been attacked using a particular variant of the Hill-Climbing attack strategy.
Hill-Climbing strategies (HC) have been widely used in
other traits to perform indirect attacks [16, 17, 18, 19]: taking advantage of the score given by the matcher, they iteratively
change a synthetically generated template until the similarity
score exceeds a fixed decision threshold, and thereby access to
the system is granted. In this work, generated templates are
used to replace i-vectors, and thus the speaker identities. To
reach this objective, a variant of Hill-Climbing based on the
Uphill-Simplex algorithm has been used. This approach has the
main advantage of presenting a high biometric independence
(i.e., it may be used to attack different modalities) as well as a
great ability to adapt to different matchers that use fixed length
feature vectors of real numbers.
Besides, this work also analyses possible countermeasures
to prevent indirect attacks. In the field of voice biometrics, several studies have been conducted on anti-spoofing techniques
against synthetic voice signals [21]. Most of those works base
their decisions on information measured directly from the input signal [22, 23, 24], while other attempts combine visual and
auditory information [25, 26] or model both synthetic and real
signals in order to discriminate between them [27]. All those
methods are very specific to the system at hand and the voice

trait, and do not guarantee protection against indirect attacks
following a HC scheme. Therefore, we propose the use of score
quantization, a standard countermeasure recommended by the
BioAPI consortium [28], already applied to systems working
on different biometric traits, such as fingerprints [19] or face
[29].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The HillClimbing attack algorithm used in the experiments is outlined
in Sect. 2, while the attacked system is presented in Sect. 3. The
database and experimental protocol followed are described in
Sect 4. The results of the attack and of the quantization scheme
studied as countermeasure are detailed in Sect. 5. Conclusions
are finally drawn in Sect. 6.

2. Hill Climbing Attack Based on the
Uphill-Simplex Algorithm
In a generic HC attack, synthetic templates are generated and
iteratively modified according to the similarity score given by a
matcher, until the verification threshold δ is reached.
In the present contribution we use the attack based on the
Uphill-Simplex algorithm, first presented in [30]. The core idea
behind the algorithm is to iteratively change a randomly initialized simplex (a polygon with n + 1 vertices in which each
vertex is a synthetic n dimensional feature vector) so that it approaches the objective (the user account being attacked, defined
as C). In each iteration, the similarity score (sj ) from each simplex vertex (wj ) to the target (C) is computed, according to a
matching function (J ), sj = J (C, wj ), with j = 1, . . . , n + 1.
The vertex furthest to the objective, wl , is discarded and substituted by a new point, which can be computed in three different
ways: i) reflection, according to a previously fixed α parameter; if reflection fails, either ii) expansion (dependent on the γ
parameter) or iii) contraction (dependent on the β parameter)
are used as a means to compute the new vertex. This process
continues until the maximum score of the vertices exceeds the
verification threshold or the maximum number of iterations allowed is reached.
Throughout the experiments, we will assume the same configuration found to be optimal for attacking a signature-based
system in [30] and used as well to break a face-based application in [29], that is: [α, β, γ] = [1.1, 0.8, 1.1].

3. Speaker Verification System Attacked
The described HC attack based on the Uphill-Simplex algorithm
is used to evaluate the security of a Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) speaker verification system.
PLDA is a generative latent variable model that has been recently used to successfully model i-vectors [31]. It can be seen
as a probabilistic version of classical LDA [15], where a specific
i-vector i of a given speaker m is assumed to be decomposed as
wmi = µ + F hm + Gki + ϵi
where F and G represent the new speaker and session variability subspaces respectively, hm and ki their respective latent
variables associated and ϵi is a residual noisy term assumed to
be normal distributed with zero mean and diagonal covariance
matrix Σ.
Following the PLDA model the similarity measure or score
Sw1 ,w2 between two given i-vectors, w1 and w2 , can be computed as the ratio of the two alternative hypothesis: H0 , both
w1 and w2 belongs to a same identity (same hm ) and H1 , w1

and w2 belongs to different identities (different hm ). This ratio
can be expressed as
sw1 ,w2

=
=

p(w1 , w2 |H0 )
p(w1 |H1 )p(w2 |H1 )
∫
p(w1 , w2 |h)p(h)dh
∫
∫
.
p(w1 |h1 )p(h1 )dh1 p(w2 |h2 )p(h2 )dh2

Assuming Gaussian priors for the latent variables, it can be seen
that the integrals involved in above equation turn out tractable
and therefore the score, sw1 ,w2 , can be easily derived in a
closed-form solution. Further details can be found in [15, 32].
In this work, the i-vector dimension was set to n = 600,
and Length Normalization [32] was applied before scoring in
order to avoid non-Gaussian behaviour of i-vectors.

4. Experimental Protocol
The success chances of most attacking approaches (either direct or indirect) are highly dependent on the operating point
of the recognition system being evaluated. For this reason,
in the present work we have followed a standard experimental protocol already applied in other biometric vulnerabilities
evaluations [29, 30, 33], which comprises two successive steps,
namely: i) performance evaluation, and ii) security evaluation. The first step allows us to establish the operating point
at which the system works in terms of the False Acceptance
Rate (FAR, percentage of impostors accepted as genuine users)
and the False Rejection Rate (FRR, percentage of genuine users
rejected by the system). Once the operating point is fixed, in the
second step we are able to evaluate in a more objective way the
robustness of the system against the attacking algorithm.
Furthermore, such a protocol also permits a more fair comparison with other security evaluations carried out on different
systems working on the same operating points.
4.1. Database
Experiments were conducted on a subset of the core condition
evaluated in NIST SRE10 [34]. In this task, the available train
and testing data consists of a conversational telephone speech
excerpt with a nominal duration of ∼150s. Each train and test
excerpt was converted in a single i-vector following a Total
Variability modelling as in [35]. NIST SRE10 data belonging
to MIXER 4, 5 and 6 corpora provides a challenging dataset to
speaker recognition including a larger number of speakers involved, multilingual material and recording conditions. Further
details can be found in [36].
4.2. Performance Evaluation
The performance of the system was assessed following the
NIST SRE10 evaluation protocol [34] and results are presented
in terms of the Equal Error Rate (EER). A total number of
50.000 trials/comparisons (25.000 female and 25.000 male, involving over ∼1500 speakers per gender), were processed; obtaining Equal Error Rates of 4.39%, 1.86% for the female and
male subset, respectively. The HC algorithm is evaluated at
three operating points, namely: FAR = 0.1%, FAR = 0.05%,
and FAR = 0.01%, which correspond to a low, medium, and
high security application according to [37].
4.3. Security Evaluation
In order to generate the user accounts C to be attacked with the
HC algorithm, we randomly chose 100 male and 100 female

FAR
0.10%
0.05%
0.01%

SR
0%
0%
0%

Normal BF
Eff (×10−4 )
-

SR
0%
0%
0%

Uniform BF
Eff (×10−4 )
-

SR
21%
10%
2%

i-vector BF
Eff (×10−4 )
1.1800
1.2426
1.0330

i-vector LN BF
SR
Eff (×10−4 )
29%
0.9251
16%
0.9360
1%
0.5456

Table 1: SR and Eff for the four Brute Force (BF) attacks carried out at the operating points tested for the male subset.
FAR
0.10%
0.05%
0.01%

SR
0%
0%
0%

Normal BF
Eff (×10−4 )
-

SR
0%
0%
0%

Uniform BF
Eff (×10−4 )
-

SR
19%
9%
0%

i-vector BF
Eff (×10−4 )
1.3043
1.1739
-

i-vector LN BF
SR
Eff (×10−4 )
47%
1.2194
26%
0.9698
0%
-

Table 2: SR and Eff for the four Brute Force attacks (BF) carried out at the operating points tested for the female subset.
FAR
0.10%
0.05%
0.01%

Male
Uphill-Simplex HC
i-vector LN BF
SR
Eff (×10−4 )
SR
Eff (×10−4 )
100%
1.1350
29%
0.9251
100%
1.1231
16%
0.9360
100%
1.0997
1%
0.5456

Female
Uphill-Simplex HC
i-vector LN BF
SR
Eff (×10−4 )
SR
Eff (×10−4 )
100%
1.2268
47%
1.2194
100%
1.2169
26%
0.9698
100%
1.1669
0%
-

Table 3: Eff and SR at the operating points tested, compared to those obtained by the most efficient BF attack tested (i-vector LN BF).

i-vectors from the NIST SRE10 training set. The performance
of the attack will be evaluated in terms of the Success Rate and
Efficiency, defined as in [38].
Success Rate (SR): it is the expected probability that the attack breaks a given account. It is computed as the ratio between
the number of broken accounts (AB ) and the total number of accounts attacked (AT = 170): SR = AB /AT , indicating how
dangerous the attack is: the higher the SR, the bigger the threat.
Efficiency (Eff): it is computed as the inverse of the average number of matchings needed( by the attack )to break an
∑AB
account. It is defined as Eﬀ = 1/
t=1 nt /AB , where nt
is the number of matchings computed to bypass each of the broken accounts, thus giving an estimation of how easy it is for the
attack to break into the system in terms of speed: the higher the
Eff, the faster the attack.

5. Results
The goal of the experiments is threefold: i) apply standard protocols and metrics for the vulnerability evaluation of biometric recognition systems to speaker verification, ii) evaluate the
performance of the proposed HC attack under a new scenario
(speaker verification), and iii) analyse the impact of a standard
trait-independent countermeasure against indirect attacks, in the
framework of speaker verification.
5.1. Analysis of Different Operating Points
For completeness and also as baseline result with which to compare the performance of our attacking scheme, a brute force attack approach (i.e., an exhaustive search through a very large
number of i-vectors) was also carried out. For this purpose,
20,000 i-vectors were randomly sampled from four different
distributions, each of them constituting one brute force attack:
• Normal Brute Force: i-vectors are sampled from a normal distribution N (0, 1).
• Uniform Brute Force: i-vectors are sampled from a uniform distribution U (−0.5, 0.5).

• i-vector Brute Force: each parameter of a development
pool of real i-vectors is modelled with a normal distribution N (µj , σj ), with j = 1, . . . , 600. Then, the synthetic i-vectors for the brute force attack are sampled
from those normal distributions.
• i-vector with Length Normalization Brute Force:
analogous to the i-vector BF attack, but the distributions
model i-vectors after Length Normalization [32].
As the tested system is working at operating points where, on
average, one real i-vector in 1,000 (FAR = 0.1%) to 10,000
(FAR = 0.01%) would produce a false positive, it seems that
20,000 may be a reasonable amount of synthetic i-vectors to find
one that is assigned to a given real identity. Therefore, those
synthetic i-vectors were matched to the users of the database
until one of the synthetic samples produced a score greater than
the corresponding δ. The number of comparisons needed by the
brute force strategy to achieve a false positive is M , being wM
the first i-vector that produced the winning score.
Results of all of the brute force attacks described are presented in Tables 1 (for the male subset) and 2 (for the female
subset). We can observe that for the two schemes that require no
previous information about the i-vectors (Normal BF and Uniform BF), no user accounts are broken. However, when we have
an initial pool of i-vectors for modelling the normals means and
standard deviations, as many as 47% of the user accounts are
broken in the best case (i.e., the recognition system operating
at FAR = 0.1% over the female subset). The SR of this attack
(i-vector LN BF) decreases for more secure operating points,
being only 1% for the male subset and 0% for the female one.
In Table 3, the results achieved by the attack proposed in
the present article are compared to those of the most efficient
brute force method (i-vector LN BF) in terms of the SR and
Eff. We can observe that the SR is 100% (i.e., all accounts are
broken) at all the operating points for the HC scheme, while it
is only 1% for the BF attack at FAR = 0.01%. Similarly, for the
most secure operating point, the Eff of the HC approach is twice
that of the the BF scheme, meaning that we need half as many

comparisons in order to retrieve an i-vector similar enough to
the original one according to the recognition system.
Therefore, not only the i-vectors are approximated with a
considerably lower number of comparisons for the most secure
operating points by the Uphill Simplex-based approach, but it
also guarantees success in the attack, in contrast to the brute
force schemes.
It should also be noted that the Eff does not vary greatly
between different operating points for the proposed algorithm:
for the male subset, it ranges between 1.1350 × 10−4 and
1.0997 × 10−4 (i.e., on average, we need between 8800 and
9100 comparisons to break an account); and for the female subset, it ranges between 1.2268 × 10−4 and 1.1669 × 10−4 (i.e.,
on average, we need between 8150 and 8550 comparisons).
It should be highlighted that the configuration for the
Uphill-Simplex algorithm is the same one already used to attack
signature and face recognition systems [30, 29]. Therefore, the
ability of the attack to break different and independent sets of
features extracted from completely different biometric traits has
been further proved in the present study.
5.2. Countermeasuring the Attack: Score Quantization
The results presented in Sect. 5.1 have shown the vulnerability
of the speaker recognition system considered in the experiments
against the proposed HC algorithm: the SR is as high as 100% at
all the operating points tested and the Eff is considerably higher
than that of the best brute force attack considered (which, in addition, requires a development set of real i-vectors). As a consequence, we need to incorporate some attack protection method
that increases the system’s robustness against this threat. In this
section we analyse the performance of score quantization as a
way to countermeasure the attack.
Score quantization has been proposed as an effective
biometric-based approach to reduce the effects of HC attacks
by quantizing the score so that the HC algorithm does not get
the necessary positive feedback to iteratively increase the similarity measure. The BioAPI consortium [28] recommends that
biometric algorithms emit only quantized matching scores in
order to prevent eventual HC attacks.
Here, we will consider the speaker recognition system operating at a high security operating point (FAR = 0.01%), and
we will assume the same configuration used in the vulnerability
assessment experiments for the HC algorithm.
In order to select the appropriate quantization step according to the trade-off that should be met in terms of its impact
on the system performance (ideally as small as possible) and
on the attack performance (as big as possible), we try several
Quantization Steps (QS). The findings are summarized in Tables 4 and 5. PI is the percentage of iterations out of the total performed in the attack that produced a Positive Increase in
the matching score (i.e., the score increase was higher than the
QS). As we may observe, the EER increases drastically for QS
= 2 × 10−1 for the male subset and for QS = 10−2 for the female subset: the performance of the system is not acceptable
at these points. Therefore, we will consider two different QSs
for each subset, where the EER increases about 0.5% and 5%,
respectively: 10−2 and 10−1 for the males, 5 × 10−4 and 10−3
for the females.
Results are presented in Table 6. As it may be observed, the
effects of the score quantization are not equivalent for the male
and female subsets. While in the first case the SR decreases
form 100% to 75%, and the Eff increases almost 5 times, in the
second case the SR remains constant at 100% and the Eff barely

QS
PI (%)
EER (%)

10−6
7.11
1.86

10−4
7.11
1.86

10−3
1.55
1.86

10−2
0
2.21

10−1
0
6.73

2 × 10−1
0
100

Table 4: PI of the iterations and EER of the system for different quantization steps (QS) of the matching score for the male
subset.
QS
PI (%)
EER (%)

10−6
4.99
4.39

10−4
4.99
4.39

5 × 10−4
1.04
5.40

10−3
0.37
8.65

10−2
0
92.87

10−1
0
100

Table 5: PI of the iterations and EER of the system for different
quantization steps (QS) of the matching score for the female
subset.
QS
SR
Eff (×10−4 )

Male
10−2
10−1
78%
73%
1.5026 4.8166

Female
5 × 10−4
10−3
100%
100%
1.1786
1.1853

Table 6: Performance (in terms of SR and Eff) of the HC attack
against the system for different QSs.

decreases. The behaviour of the system under quantized scores
scenario for the male subset suggests that the proposed countermeasure is effective for the strongest accounts. However, the
attack is still able to break the weakest ones with a very low
number of comparisons (Eff is considerably higher).

6. Conclusions
The robustness of a PLDA speaker verification system against
a HC attack based on the Uphill Simplex algorithm was studied following a standard protocol and metrics already used for
the vulnerabilities evaluation of other biometric security systems against indirect attacks. The performance of the proposed
attack as compared to several brute force schemes, clearly outperforming all of them and showing the lack of robustness of
the tested system against the proposed attacking method.
The attacking algorithm considered had already been successfully tested against on-line signature [30] and face [29] verification systems. These new experimental results have therefore confirmed that the proposed HC attack can be applied to
break biometric recognition systems working on different traits
as long as they use fixed length feature vectors of real numbers.
As a possible way to minimize the effect of the attack, score
quantization was studied. Although it considerably reduced the
SR of the attack for the male subset, the proposed attacking
scheme proved its robustness to this type of countermeasure.
We believe that studies such as the one presented here, using publicly available data and following standard evaluation
protocols, will help bring some insight into the difficult problem of biometric security evaluation and to further develop the
rapidly evolving speaker recognition technology.
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